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I. INTRODUCTION 
1 
In [MEANTI et al. 1988) the optimal value of the multiknapsack problem is studied as a function of the 
knapsack capacities. They consider the following model Let a;i be the amount of space in the i-th 
knapsack (i = l, .. ,m) required by the j-th item (i = l, ... ,n). Item j yields a profit ci (i = 1, ... ,n) upon 
inclusion. The i-th knapsack has capacity b; (i = 1, ... ,m). The multiknapsack problem is formulated as: 
n 
max. I C· X· j=l '] '} 
n 
s.t. .I a;; x1- <. b; (i = l, ... ,m) 1=1 " 
Xj E {0, l} (i = l, ... ,n). 
(MK.) 
MEANTI et al. have shown that if the coefficients ci and a;i (i = l, ... ,n, i = l, ... ,m) are generated by an 
appropriate random mechanism, then the sequence of optimal values of (MK.), properly normalized, 
converges with probability one (wpl) to a function of the b;'s, as n goes to infinity and m remains 
fixed. A crucial step in their proof of this result is the derivation of a uniform strong law of large 
numbers, using theory of convergence of convex functions. 
We will show in this paper that results from empirical process theory can be applied to reprove this 
result. More interestingly, the application of empirical process theory allows for a rather straightfor-
ward derivation of a rate of convergence by establishing a law of the iterated logarithm. These results 
are presented in Section 3. 
First, in Section 2 we give an outline of (MEANTI at al. 1988) and indicate where our results fit in. 
In Section 4 we discuss the interest of such results and the role that application of empirical pro-
cess theory may play in this field of research. 
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2. CoNVBRGENCE OF THE MULTIKNAPSACK VALUE FUNCTION. 
MEANTI et al. assume that the profit coefficients cj, j = 1, ... ,n, are i.i.d. random variables with finite 
expectation, and that the vectors of requirement coefficients aj = (a1j, ... , &mjl• j = 1, ... ,n, are i.i.d. 
random vectors with finite expectations. The profit coefficients and requirement coefficients are 
independent from each other. Let b; = n{J;, i = l, ... ,m, for fJ ={{Ji, ... ,fJml e 
V: = {{J: 0 <: {J; <:Ea; 1, i = 1, ... ,m }. The asymptotic behaviour of the optimal value z! of (MK) is 
established as a function of {J. 
For any nonnegative vector of multipliers A = (7'.1, ••• , >..ml the optimal value of the Lagrangean 
relaxation of the linear programming (continuous) relaxation of (MK) is defined as 
m n m 
wn(A)= max {. l: >i.;b; + _ l: (c1· - _ l: >i.;a;!l·-)x1·1 0 <: x1· <: 1, j = l, ... ,n} 1=1 1=l 1=1 
m m 
= l: >i.;b· + l:"- 1 (c· - l: A·&;-) x.(.(A) ;:::1 I ']- 1 i=l I !J '] ' 
where 




L,.(A):= -wn(A) = AT{J + _l: (c1· - ATa1-)xf(A), n 1 =1 J 
and let).: be a vector such that L,.(A:)= min L,.{A). Then, M:EANTI: et al. show that A>O 
L,.(l.:)- !!!.(_!!UlX cj)<:J_z! <: L,.(l.:) wpl. 
n 1-l, ... ,n n 
Let the function L(A) be defined as 
L(A): =AT fJ + E(c1 - AT a1)xf(7'.) 
and let x• be a minimizer of L{A). Theorem 3.1. in [MEANTI et al. 1988] states that 
lim I L,.(A:)- L{A*)l=O wpl. 
n~oo 
This, together with (2.1), implies their main result: 
lim 11.z! - L(A*)I = 0 wpl. 
n~oo n 
To prove result (2.2) they show that the strong law of large numbers, which implies that 




holds uniformly over all A in a compact set S c Rm, using the convexity of the functions L,.(A) and 
L(A). From this (2.2) follows almost immediately, (cf. [MEANTI et al. 1988, Proof of Theorem 3.ID. 
In the following section we show that results from empirical process theory can be applied to reprove 
the uniform strong law of large numbers and, moreover, to establish a rate of convergence. 
Specifically, we will present a uniform law of the iterated logarithm that yields 
( n )*I L,.(A*)-L(A*)I = 0(1) wpl. loglogn n 
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3. RATE OF CONVERGENCE. 
Consider the functions/'>.. : Rm+ 1 ~ R, for A;:;ai.O, defined as 
_ {AT ,8 + (c -ATa)I{(c,a):c>ATa}(c,a) , c ;;;i. 0, a ;;;i. 0 
f>.(c,a) - O , otherwise ' 
where I{(c,a):c>ATa}(c,a) is the indicator function of the set {(c,a): c>AT a}. Th.en L,.(A) is the mean 
value of f>.(c,a) over n independent observations (c.,a1), ••• ,(c,,, 11,i): 
1 n 
L,.(A) = - .~ fA (c1-,a1-), n 1 =1 
and L(A) is the expectation of f>.(c,a): 
L(A) = Ef>.(ci.a1). 
Let ~be the class of functions f>. made up by all possible vectors A ;;;i. 0: 
~:= {/>. :A;:;ai.O}. 
The graph of a function g : Rd~ R is formulated as 
graphg = {(t,x)eRd+1 :OE;;;tE;;;g(x)V g(x)E;;;tE;;;O}. 
We will present some concepts and results from empirical process theory and show that the class of 
graphs of the functions in ~has properties that allow direct application of these results. 
DEFINITION 1. Let 6D be a class of subsets of a space X. For x 1,x2, ••• , XnEX define 
d6D(xi. ... ,xn):= card{Dn{xi. ... ,xn}: De6D} 
and 
m6D(n):=sup {d6D(xi. ... ,Xn): x., ... ,xneX}. 
Note that m6D(n)E;;;2n. The class 6j) is called a Vapnik-Chervonenkis class if m6D(n)<2n for some n;:;ai.1 
( cf. (V APNIK & CffERVONENKIS 1971 ]). 
For classes of functions we have a similar definition based on their graphs. 
DEFINITION 2. A class !j of real-valued functions is called a Vapnik-Chervonenkis graph class if the 
graphs of the functions in !j form a Vapnik-Chervonenkis class. 
The following theorem from [Au!xANDER 1984] establishes a uniform law of the iterated logarithm for 
a Vapnik-Chervonenkis graph class of functions. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let x., ... ,x,. be sequence of i.i.d random variables taking values in a space (X,te) and 
let !j be a class of measurable real valued functions on X. such that 
(i) !j is a V apnik-Chervonenkis graph class and 
(ii) the functions in !j are uniformly bounded 
Then, modulo measurability, 
n 1 n 
sup ( 1 gl )*I- ~ g(xj) - Eg(x1)I = 0(1) wpl. /efff o ogn nj=l D 
For application of this theorem in our analysis we have to verify the two conditions (i) and (ii) for the 
class of functions {/>. : A;:;ai.O}. To show that the first condition is satisfied is rather straightforward, 
given the theory on Vapnik-Chervonenkis classes. It is known that a class 6j) of halfspaces in Rd+t 
say, i.e. 6j) = {{x: tJT x;:;ai.O}, IJeRd+t} is a Vapnik-Chervonenkis class (see e.g. [DuDLEY 1984]). 
,, 
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Moreover, the Vapnik-Chervonenkis property is preserved under taking finite unions and intersections 
[PoLLARD 1984, page 18). Now, the graph of a function/.,.. is 
{{Ocs>;tEO;AT,8} n {ccs>;J\Ta} n {c~O. a~O}}U 
{{Ocs>;tcs>; AT,B+c-ATa} n {c>ATa} n{c~O. a~O}}U 
{{t=O} n {c<O, a<O}}, 
which is clearly a finite union of finite intersections of halfspaces in Rm +2• 
As for the second condition of Theorem 3.1, we notice that, under the assumption of bounded sup-
port of c and a, the functions /A are uniformly bounded only for A in a bounded set. In [MEANTI: et 
al 1988, Lemma 3.1], it is shown that the interesting values of A, i.e., those values that are candidates 
for minimizing L,,(A) and L(A), are in the set S:= {A: AT,8cs>;Ec1 +I, A~O}. Therefore, we arrive at 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. 
suo <1 ; )* IL,,(A)- L(A)I = 0(1) wpl. 
AeS o ogn 
From this lemma the following theorem follows easily. 
'JiIEC>:REh-1 3.3. 
( 1 gln )* IL,,(A:)-L(A*) I= 0(1) wpl. o ogn 
0 
PROOF. Let J\* be a minimum of L(A). If L(J\*) cs;;; L,,(A:}, then IL,,(A:) - L(A*)lcs>; L,,(A*) - L(J\*) 
since A: minimizes L,,(A). Otherwise, if L(J\*) > L,,(A:}, then IL,,(A:) - L(J\*)I EO; L(A:) - L,,(A:). 
Hence, 
This inequality together with Lemma 3.2 completes the proof. 0 
Regarding (2.1), this theorem leads easily to the rate of convergence of the normalized optimal value 
z~ of the multi.knapsack problem. 
THEOREM 3.4. 
( n )*11.z1 - L(J\*)l=O(l) wpl. loglogn n n 0 
4. POSTLUDE 
We observe that there exist other examples of applications of empirical process theory in the research 
area of probabilistic value analysis of combinatorial problems. In a way analogous to the one in this 
paper an almost sure characterization of a covering problem has been established [PIERsMA 1987]. In 
[RHEE 1986] and [Rmm & TALAGRAND 1988] empirical process theory has been used in probabilistic 
analyses of the optimal value of respectively a Euclidean matching problem and a median location 
problem. We also mention the probabilistic value analysis of a minimum fiowtime scheduling problem 
[VAN DE GEl!ll et al.]. 
In view of this, it seems worthwile to try for insights in the specific structures of combinatorial 
optimization problems that allow for such applications. Th.at wider applicability is possible is intui-
tively supported by the fact that theorems from empirical process theory, like Theorem 3.1, heavily 
depend on oombinatorial properties of classes of functions. 
5 
Finally, we mention the approach of [POLI.ARD 1985] towards proving central limit theorems, which 
appears to be well-suited for value functions expressable as empirical process on Vapnik-
Chervonenkis graph classes. This might make it feasible, for instance, to study asymptotic distribu-
tional behaviour of the optimal value of the Lagrangean relaxation that we considered in this paper. 
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